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        NO. OF SECTIONS:  2  
 




Provenance: The Carol Sellers Moon Walker Papers were donated by Robert Moon on September 15, 2020. 
 
Linear feet of shelf space occupied: 17.25 
Approximate number of pieces: 34,500 
 
Restrictions:  Open to researchers under the rules and regulations of the Louise Pettus Archives & Special Collections at 
Winthrop University. 
 
Literary Rights:  For information concerning literary rights please contact the Louise Pettus Archives & Special Collections 
at Winthrop University. 
 
Scope and Content Note: The Carole Sellers Moon Walker Papers consists of the genealogical research conducted by 
Carole Walker concerning her family and extended family. The collections consists of correspondence, photographs, family 
histories and anecdotes, research printouts and notes, copies of primary documents, genealogical charts and lineage charts, 
family charts, and other research related to Carole Walkers genealogical research. The more prominent family names 
included in the research are: Allen; Ausburn; Beagle; Bell; Bellamy; Brown; Carrington; Case; Casey; Cash; Catlett; 
Caudell; Christopher; Clayton; Crisler; Crow/Crowe; Dodd; Duckworth; Dunson; Edwards; Gammon; Gober; Goolsby; 
Gunter; Hancock; Henry; Hogshead/Hogsed; Hopewell; Ivey; Jackson; Kelley; King; Langston; Loggins; Martin; McCarty; 
McCracken; McKinney; Mealor; Moon; Moseley; Murray; Norton; Orr; Porter; Posey; Prince; Reynolds; Richardson; 
Sailors; Sargent; Sellers; Seymour; Sheriff; Staple; Thompson; Turner; Vaughn; Walker; Ward; Yarbrough; 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
1-3 1-7 BELL PAPERS, MISC SECTION 1      1985-2012, n.d. 
Found in a large folder labeled “Bell Papers,” within a larger box of various other 
information and correspondence, hereafter referred to as “miscellaneous section 1.” 
The “Bell Papers” folder within that section contains: an email from Carole Walker 
to Jim Winsness and Evelyn Dunagan containing “Marriage Book 4 – Stephens 
County.” Various email correspondence between Walker and her relatives and those 
helping her to uncover genealogical records, relating to the Bell family and various 
people who married into that family. Handwritten records of the “Sellears” family, 
possible another spelling of the “Sellers” family, and of the Curtis family. 
“Richardson Review,” by Eula Richardson Hasskarl, dated 1993. 1985 letters to and 
fro Lurlyne Wagner concerning family relations. Genealogy records concerning 
Mary Adeline Richardson, William P. Curtis, Lewis C. Curtis, Susan Ann 
Richardson, and others, taken from obituaries. Ancestry.com print-outs concerning 
various members of the Beagle family. Information on cemeteries and death 
information of Beagle family, correspondence Lurlyne Wagner sent out and 
received, attempting to get information about them and other descendants of John 
Bell, her ancestor. A brief history of Joseph Marion Richardson, son of William and 
Carolina Bell Richardson. “Descendants of John Bell,” a genealogical record. 
Various records printed from ancestry.com concerning these relations, including a 
print-out of a 1900 Census record of Caroline E. Richardson. Records of one 
William F. Richardson. “Descendants of William Richardson.” “Descendants of 
George Bell.” Tombstone Inscriptions: Camp Creek Methodist Church Cemetery. 
“The Bell Family Genealogy,” by Sharon Gulick. A package sent to Carole S. 
Walker, including information on the Bells, labeled as “Bell, Mel’s family.” 
Microfilm record printouts and a printout of the “Battle of Kettle Creek” from 
ancestry.com. A package to Carole Walker containing information on Poole-Ausborn 
families. “Descendants of Father Robert Brown,” bound in plastic ring binding with 
pink paper cover, 2001. An email from Carole Walker to herself on the Stephens 
County, GA marriages book. “Stephens County Georgia White Marriage Book 1.” 
“Descendants of James Simmons, Born 1775, Virginia,” compiled by Ruth 
Simmons, 2000. “Peter Stovall Poole and Mary Jane Martin Poole of Banks County, 
Georgia, 1843 to Present, Their Ancestors, Descendants, and Allied Families,” by 
Anita Gale Poole. An unmarked photo of an elderly couple. Ancestry.com printout, 
“1930 United States Federal Census record for L Styles Sellers.” Legacy.com 
obituary printouts of Viola Waldrop, Maude Aiken, and Roy Aiken. “U.S. School 
Yearbooks record for Pressley Paul McCain,” printout from ancestry.com. FTDNA 
Matches and related email correspondence. Geneaologylibrary.com printout of 1860 
GA Census Index. Printout of main.nc.us/OBSGS/case.htm, which was a website 
relating to the Case family. Printouts of microfiche copies from the National 
Archives of Eastern Cherokee applications. “Descendants of Thomas Jefferson 
Case.” OBSGS Kuykendall family site printout.  
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
3 8-9 UNORDERED, MISC SECTION 1      1993-2012, n.d. 
A group of unorganized papers and records from the first box, categorized as 
“unordered,” taken from the first donation box and therefore falling under 
“miscellaneous section 1.” Containing the following: “Life Along the Middle Broad 
River,” Patti Evans-Schumate and Rebecca Bruce, 1993. An 1850 Georgia Census, 
compiled by Rhea Cumming Otto and Marie Griffin Withington. “Descendants of 
Alvin Dean Brady.” Ancestry.com printout of a portion of the 1940 Federal Census. 
“Descendants of John Savage.” Families of Minnie Belle Stephens and Joseph 
Wavery Brown” by Beverly Winsness. “Descendants of John Knox Stimpson Case.” 
Pictures and information on William P. Brown and wife Jane Dickerson Brown and 
descendants. Folder; “SC Enumeration Districts,” containing old census data. 
 
4 10-12 THOMPSON NOTES/CASE FOLDER      1997-2005, n.d. 
A group of papers from a large folder labeled twice, once as “Thompson Notes” and 
once as “Case,” containing, largely, information on the “Loggins” family, perhaps 
relatives of the Thompsons. It contains the following: a letter from Helen Thompson 
to Carole Walker.  Letter from Harold Lawrence to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E. Walker 
on genealogical information on Ervin Alexander. “Descendants of John Loggins.” 
Email from one Carl Fisher to Carole Walker on the Loggins family. “Descendants 
of Rebecca C. Edwards.” Printout of a GenForum post by Dorothy L. Flanagan, 
concerning the Loggins family. “Descendants of James W. Loggins.” A “Receipt of 
Service Vital Records,” of Lafayette B. Loggins, and one of Erin Alexander Loggins. 
Various other email correspondence regarding information on the Loggins family. 
Additional GenForum printouts regarding the Loggins family. “Descendants of John 
Loggins.” “Vital Records Index” on the Loggins. The front page of “Sarah 
Thompson Papers,” printout from the website of the Special Collections Library at 
Duke University. Generally, a large amount of records and photos relating to the 
Thompson family. “Descendants of David Thompson.” “Thompson Family Research 
Report,” by Sharon Tate Moody. A website printout, “Dade County, Georgia, 
Genealogy,” from rootsweb.com. A usgennet.org printout of information on Forsyth 
County, GA. A “History of Banks County, Georgia,” which includes Thompson 
families that were there at the time. “Descendants of Robert Thompson.” Letter from 
Miss H. P. Thompson to Carole Walker, within which is contained a family tree. 
“The Robert Homer Thompson Family Record.” Genealogylibrary.com printout of 
1850 Census Roll 871, Page 211. Various papers titled “Family Map,” containing 
names, dates of birth, and addresses of familial relations. “Descendants of James 
Wiley Thompson.” “Descendants of John Thompson.” 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
5-6 13-18 UNORDERED, MISC SECTION 2      2002-2012, n.d. 
A large group of unorganized papers from the second box. It contains many 
genealogically related printouts, either of photos or from documents from websites 
such as archivesindex.com and ancestry.com “Ancestors of Annie Bee Ausburn,” 
large family tree. Various wills, obituaries, and death certificates from family 
members of Carole Walker and extended relations. A printed out section, pgs. 145-
170, of a tract involving the Hollingsworths and related families. Apart from 
correspondence, there are no original documents, everything is printouts from online 
or emails. “Poor Children School List 1859.” Banks County Historical Society 
Keepsake Calendars, 2002 and 2003. A list of “Descendants of” works found in the 
unordered section: “Descendants of Bascom Nealous Garrison, Sr.” “Descendants of 
Drury McMillan.” “Descendants of Cleverly Weathington.” “Descendants of 
Benjamin Stonecypher.” “Descendants of William Allen.” “Descendants of James 
Allen.” “Descendants of Joseph Martin Escoe.” “Descendants of Melvina “Vina” 
Acree.” “Descendants of Jesse F. Ayers.” 
 
7 19 ENOCH EDWARDS FOLDER       n.d.  
An unlabeled green folder contained “Enoch Edwards Sr. Family.” Additionally, a 
large amount of printed out records, presumably related to the Edwards family, 
dating back from 1790 through to 1930.  
 
7 20 ENOCH EDWARDS UNORDERED      2003-2005, n.d. 
Containing records and information on the Edwards and related families. 
“Descendants of Enoch Boch Edwards, Sr.” “Descendants of James Edwards.” 
Correspondence from one Dorothy L. Flanagan to Carole Walker on the subject of 
the Loggins and Edwards families. “Family Group Record,” Edwards family. 
“Habersham Co Ga Marriages,” and other printouts of Habersham records. Loggins, 
Edwards, families in Forsyth and Habersham county records and related record 
printouts. 
 
7-8 21-23 FIND A GRAVE, GIDEON MOON LINE PRINTOUTS   2012 
“Belcher” family grave sites, printed from findagrave.com. “William Henry Moon” 
printout, related Moon gravesite printouts. Email from Carole Walker to herself, 
detailing one Tandy Walker Moon. Additional printouts from ancestry.com and 
legacy.com to supplement findagrave.com papers. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
8 24-25 FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS       2003-2008, n.d. 
A large amount of photos, both printed on photo paper and regular computer paper. 
Many unmarked and unlabeled, all presumably photos of family related to Carole 
Walker in some way. Some photos are of gravesites, and attached to these are e-mail 
correspondence relating to them and to the study of the family’s genealogy. Some 
pictures are website printouts. People that are marked to be in these photos include: 
the grave of Reppard C. Sellers. The John B. and Lou E. Sellers grave. Printouts of 
graves for the following: Texie Holcomb and J.A. Sheriff, John W. and Alice 
Sheriff, Sarah E. Sheriff. Printed off photo of “Dewey Norton and Ann,” attached to 
relating records and a photo of a large family. A school photo of presumably Mary 
Pierce, attached to a newspaper obit of her. Printout of a photo of “Jack and Shirley 
Bruey Whitfield.” Printout of a military photo of James T. Bud Lord. Printout of a 
photo of William McKinley Case. Information and printout of Claude Elmer Case. 
Sargent family photo in the outdoors. Printouts of photos of one Daughter Amanda 
Dillashaw. A collage of photos of naval sailors. Printouts of photos of Chrystine 
Weams and husband John Difresco. Printouts of photos of Bill Weams and Chrystine 
Weams and relations. Printout of photo of George and Vera Broome, siblings. 
Printouts of “Professor Weams and Bessie.” Series of printouts of Hollingsworths 
from 2008. Printout of Kenneth Sellers in a hospital bed with family members. Also, 
young printout of Kenneth. Assorted other printouts of Carole’s relations, as well as 
actual photos, some reproductions, some more modern, some with attached 
correspondence.  
 
9-12 26-37 UNORDERED, MISC SECTION 3      2003-2015, n.d. 
An incredibly large amount of unordered material. Of particular note are the 
following works of genealogy and research printouts, though the full contents 
include much more. “Descendants of Irvin Alexander Loggins, CSA.” Ancestry 
printout of a registration card for one George William Prince. Findagrave for Nellie 
Louise Prince Minor. Other ancestry and similar website info on Prince family. 
“Descendants of Thomas P. Redden.” “Descendants of Abel W. Segars.” 
“Descendants of Enoch Brady, Sr. and Nancy Davis Brady.” A large amount of 
miscellaneous genealogical printouts. Obituary of Frankie Orr. Obituary of Grady 
Milligan Meeks. “Descendants of Walter Hogshead.” “Descendants of William 
Porter Hogshed” “Our Family,” by L. Berlyn Lancaster, regarding the Sellers family. 
Correspondence and printouts about Prince family. “Sellers Family Website Member 
List.” “Case Family of NC Member List.” “Descendants of Alexander 
Abercrombie.” “Descendants of Reese Davis Case.” “Descendants of Mary L. 
Payne.” “Descendants of John Calvin Sellers.” “Descendants of David “Dave” Hoke 
Styles.” Many genealogy website search results for specific searches, no specific 
pages selected. “Re: Stiles Family in America.” “Descendants of Joseph 
Hollingsworth.” “Anderson and Allied Families.” “Ancestors of Pinkney Silvester 
King.” Further ancestry.com and other website printouts, as well as various obituary 
printouts.  
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
13-16 38-49 UNORDERED, MISC SECTION 4      2000-2015, n.d. 
More unordered, miscellaneous material, and a great many “Descendants of” 
documents. Email on “Descendants of McMillan.” Correspondence relating to 
genealogy. “Mount Pleasant Baptist Church Cemetary Inscriptions Stephens County, 
GA.” “Detailed Soldier Records” printouts for various people. Rootsweb printout on 
Oakes/Brunson. Various record printouts. Prince DNA Results printout. “Modified 
Register for Chesley J. Davis Sr.” “Descendants of Rev. William Johnston “John” 
Sheriff.” “Descendants of Thomas G. Sheriff.” “Descendants of Fannie Stegall.” 
James Thomas “Jimmy” Sheriff obituary, the Greenville News printout. 
Correspondence between Carole and Laura Holden, head of Genealogy at the 
Anderson County Library. Email obits from Carole to herself and other obit 
printouts: Nellie Mae Sheriff, Ruth C. Sheriff, Hassie Gault Tilson Sheriff 
(Greenville News), Elizabeth Floyd Sheriff (GVN), Aileen Sheriff, Odis Rogers, 
Dorris J. Rogers. Various Vaughn family records. North Carolina Department of 
Correction Public Access Information System on Larry A. Moon. “Caudle 
Genealogy.” “Descendants of Ephraim SARGENT.” “Louisa Acree and John 
Jackson Lewallen.” “Descendants of George Edgar Caudell.” “Descendants of 
Elkanah C. Crow.” “Descendants of John Christopher.” “Descendants of Rev. J. 
Alfred Webster “Webb” Bryant.” “Descendants of Jesse Seymour.” “Descendants of 
Lewis Atkins [Tentative].” “Descendants of Christopher Columbus Whitmire, III, 
CSA.” “Descendants of Oliver Pinkney Orr.” “Descendants of Julian D. Blythe.” 
“Descendants of John Lance, Sr.” “Descendants of Robert Brown, Jr.” “Descendants 
of Ace N. Bellamy.” “Descendants of Joseph Marion Aiken.” “Descendants of John 
Grooves Bellamy.” “Descendants of Duncan McMillan.” “Descendants of Sarah 
Mary Landers.” “Descendants of Henry J. Whitfield.” “Descendants of James D. 
Whitfield.” “Descendants of James Dean Brady.” “Descendants of Randolph C. 
Crowe, Jr.” “Descendants of Peter Gilstrap.” “Descendants of Oscar Augustus 
Parker.” “Descendants of Isaac B. ‘Bush’ Lawrence.” “Modified Register for 
William Morrison.” “Descendants of Peter Whitfield.” “Descendants of Barnabas 
Garrison.” “Descendants of William Ward.” “Modified Register for James W. 
Davis.” “Descendants of Harriet Tulula Moon.” “Descendants of Benson B. Crane.” 
“Descendants of Tyra Edward Aiken.” “Descendants of James T. McCrackin.” 
“Descendants of John Norton.” “Descendants of Benjamin Hollingsworth, Rev. War 
Soldier.” “Descendants of James Berry Jordan.” “Descendants of Gaines Floyd 
‘Dock’ Jordan.” 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
17-18 50-55 MISC BINDERS         1998-2017 
Binder 1: “Descendants of Thomas Osborne.” Various correspondence on genealogy 
and familial relations. A large amount of “Findagrave” printouts and obituaries. 
Many printouts of scans of various familial relations’ pictures. Letter to Carole from 
Kelley J. Forrester regarding the death of one Deward Ausborn. Photo of “Cecil, 
Roy, Rome, Earl, and Donald.” A poem by one Grover Ausburn. Newspaper 
clipping “Turpin plans 3rd annual potters festival in Homer.” Newspaper clipping 
“Oxendine gives $3,500 reward.” Series of photos of gravestones. Card from Thelma 
Dunson to Carole Walker. Many photographs of people.  
Binder 2: Printout of a photo of a grave. 2001 and 2005 Murray/Caudell Family 
Reunion information and invitations. A sheet of names, numbers, and addresses of 
various family members. Newspaper printouts titled “Fading Roots.” Binder 3: A 
large amount of printouts of legal documents from the late 1800s and early 1900s 
from the State of Georgia regarding Carole’s ancestors. 
 
18 56 PEARL’S OBITUARIES        n.d. 
A collection of newspaper clipping printouts titled “Pearl’s Obits,” previously 
loosely bound, 63 pages in full. Births and deaths recorded in the clippings primarily 
from 1970-1985, however there are outliers.  
 
19 57-58 STEPHENS COUNTY MARRIAGE BOOKS (GA.)     2001 
Marriage record printouts from the early 20th century in Stephens County, Georgia, 
for specifically white marriages. Previously 
 
19 59 GA. BANKS COUNTY DEATHS 1919-1930 & OTHER INFO   2011 
Printouts of the Banks County, Georgia marriage license books 1859-1873, 1874-
1978, 1877-1889. Printouts from “Georgia’s Virtual Vault.” Banks County, GA - 
Vitals Death Index 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1931, “Banks County 
Non-Indexed Death Certificate Numbers 1928.” “1930 Banks County, Georgia Non-
indexed Georgia Death Certificate Numbers.” 
 
20 60 GA. FRANKLIN COUNTY MARRIAGES 1800-1912    2013 
Printouts from GAGenWeb Project on Franklin County, detailing marriages from the 
county.  
 
20 61 CENSUS OF HABERSHAM COUNTY, GA, 1850     1998-2005 
Printouts of the Habersham County, GA, Census, reproduced from the handwritten 
version in 1998.  
 
20 62-63 BUNCOMBE COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS PRINTOUTS   2011 
“My interpretation of the heirs of James Case, Sr. Edited from the list of Researcher, 
Rick Z. Saunders For Elizabeth Siskron in March of 2007.” Printed out 2011. Old 
Buncombe County Geological Society Bookstore Offerings 2011. Printouts from 
registerofdeeds.buncombecounty.org. Concerning the families Aiken, Bright, Cagle, 
Carver, Case, Christopher, Clayton, Cothran, Creasman, Fitzgerald, Hahn, Henry, 
Hoxit, Jones, Kuykendall, Lance, Matheson, McBrayer, Nelson, Penland, Plemmons, 
Porter, Pressley, Revell, Sargent, Sellars/Sellers, Stepp, Wells. Aiken Deeds, Case 
Deaths, Case Deeds, Orr Deeds, Porter Deeds.  
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
21 64-66 HAYWOOD COUNTY NC MARRIAGES AND CEMETARY   2011 
Ancestry.com printouts. “An Index to: “Cemeteries & Family Graveyards in 
Haywood County, N.C.” by George Augustus Miller, Sr.” A printed copy of 
“Cemeteries & Family Graveyards in Haywood County, N.C.”  
 
22 67-69 BETTY PRESLEY FILES       n.d. 
Files sent to Carole Walker from one Betty Presley, including the following: “My 
Southern Kin.” “Descendants of Armistead (Armistice) Baldwin.” “Descendants of 
Benjamin Staton.” “Descendants of James Stapp.” “Descendants of Andrew 
Pressley, Sr.” Printouts of newspaper clippings of various Presley/Pressley family 
members. “Descendants of Philip Creasman/Christman.” “Descendants of Jerry 
Taylor.” “Descendants of Andrew Presley, Jr.” “Descendants of John B. Pressley.” 
“Descendants of Roselavo A. Ponders.” “Descendants of Walter “Watt” Johnson 
Hoxed.” 
 
23 70 MISC CERTIFICATES AND RECORDS      1992-2020 
A misc. pile that includes a large amount of certificates and records, such as death 
certificates. Grave photo printouts of the Weams and Hollingsworth families from 
findagrave.com. Printout of Melvin Ernest Walker’s obituary. Myfamily.com death 
certificate of Mary Ann Kytle printout. Melvin Walker’s Certificate of Nomination 
to the American Legion. Carole Walker’s notary public certification. Marriage 
license printout of Lewis Case and Roxie Hollingsworth. Newspaper printout of an 
obituary of one Ephraim Newton Sellers. Photographs of the grave of E. N. Sellers. 
Marriage certificate between Carole and Melvin Walker, several redundant copies. 
Gravestone printout of John Knox Stimpson Case and Josephine Aiken Case. 
Funeral service record of Howard Thurman Sellers. Mary Weams Hollingsworth 
death certificate. E.C. Hollingsworth death certificate. Census detail printouts. 
Various other death certificates and printouts of death certificates. Edna Louise Case 
Sellers obituary newspaper clipping and funerary program card. 
 
FAMILY NAMES - ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF FAMILY RESEARCH 
 
23-24 71-75 AUSBURN         1999-2013 
A photograph of “Cousin Cecil & Peggy Ausburn.” “Ancestors of Annie Bee 
Ausburn.” Emailed copy of a Hattie Creasman Ausburn booklet from Evelyn 
Dunagan. Photographs of Annie Bee Ausburn Sellers, Joseph Banks Ausburn and 
Nancy Vaughn Ausburn. Obituary request of the Cordele-Crisp Carnegie Library 
from Carole Walker. Photos of “Cousin Cecil Ausburn” and his daughter Debbie. 
Pam Ausburn, Tony Ausburn. Akins Funeral Home posting for Marvin Lecil 
Ausburn. Unidentified photo of a woman. Photo of “Albert Ausburn & Baby.” 
Rachel Hall Graves Obituary. Mrs. Sarah Cash Barrett Obituary Lamar Mote 
Whitfield Funeral Home posting. “Ausburn Descendants by Martha Carole Sellers 
Moon-Walker.” A very large and comprehensive genealogical record of the Ausburn 
family. Newspaper printouts related to familial relations. Ancestry.com printouts. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
24 76-77 BEAGLE AND MCKINNEY       1985-2008, n.d. 
Email correspondence regarding Beagle family genealogical research. “Descendants 
of Beagles.” RootsWeb printouts on Beagle ancestors. Photograph of the grave of 
Nancy Catherine Biggles. Ancestry printouts. Funeral and obituary information for 
various Beagles. Marriage certificate printout of James and Elizabeth Beagle. 
“Descendants of John Jefferson Beagles.” Certified copy of the death certificate of 
Ella Mae Beagle Curtis. Printout of the death certificate of Mattie Lee Beagles 
Curtis. Death certificate of James Thomas Beagle. Printout of death certificate of 
Robert O. Beagle. “Index of Individuals” “Beagle Family” by Carole Sellers Walker. 
“Kinship of Unknown Father Beagle.” “Index of Individuals.” “McKINNEY 
FAMILY” by Carole Sellers Walker. “Kinship of William McKinney” The Will of 
William McKinney. 
 
25 78-79 BELLAMY AND GOBER       2016, n.d. 
Index of Individuals. C.T. Bellamy and James P. Bellamy funeral postings from the 
Whitfield Funeral Home. “Bellamy Descendants” by Melvin and Carole S. Walker. 
“Gober Family” by Carole Sellers Walker. 
 
26-27 80-85 BROWN         1999-2005, n.d. 
Hazel Margaret Brown obituary and funeral posting, Ivie Funeral Home. Printed 
photo of the Meeks family and accompanying e-mail from Debbie Jenkins. Printout 
of the death certificate of Dr. John Hudson Terrell. Printouts of photos of 
gravestones for the Brown family. Newspaper clippings from the January 21, 2004 
edition of “The Press and Banner.” Program for the “Grave Marker Dedication 
Service for Pollard Brown, Revolutionary War Soldier.” Other associated programs 
and correspondence relating to the service. Service record printouts for Brown 
ancestors. Familytreemaker.com photo printouts of William Preston Brown and 
Mary Marie Farmer Brown, and Nancy Elizabeth and William Crawford Farmer. 
Photo printout of Eula Bell Lawrence Broome. Photo printout of Ruth Broome 
Brown and children. Photo printout of Jefferson Bryson Brown Photo of the 
“Homesite of Benjamin Pollard Brown and Carline Hulsey Brown.” Photo of 
Benjamin Pollard Brown and Caroline Hulsey Brown, Grandson of Robert and Jane 
Brown.” Photos of Bev and Jim Winsness and Carole Sellers Walker. Photo of 
Benjamin Pollard Brown and John Bentley. Newspaper printouts from a September 
26, 2003 edition of a newspaper. Article titled “The Toccoa Road.” Unidentified 
photo printouts, 1999. A program, photos, and newspaper clipping associated with 
the dedication of the Athletic Center and Museum at Piedmont College to Johnny 
Mize. Photo and accompanying correspondence of James Brown. Benjamin Brown 
Application to Eastern Cherokees. Further correspondence between Carole and 
familial relations. Printout of a copy of “Court of Claims, Eastern Cherokee, Feb. 21 
1908.” “Faded Footprints of Families and Friends of the Lake Russell Wildlife 
Management Area.” “A Note from Shirley.” Various photos of the Brown family and 
gravestones. “Descendants of Unknown Father Brown.” “Descendants of Unknown 
Brown.” “Descendants of Hugh Brown.” “Descendants of James Farmer.” 
“Descendants of William Brown.” “Ancestors of Joseph Banks Ausburn.” “Brown 
and Ausburn” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “Kinship of John Brown.” “Index of 
Individuals.” 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
28 86-87 CARRINGTON         2000-2005, n.d. 
Email correspondence between Carole and familial relatives, often regarding 
genealogical research. Rootsweb.com printouts of the biography of Timothy 
Carrington.  Rootsweb printouts on Madison County, Georgia. Mainstreetnews.com 
printouts of Madison County obituaries. Photo print of “Lystra Primitive Baptist 
Church, Madison County, Georgia.” Photo print of Wilson Carrington, CSA. 
Printout of an obituary for Rev. Dalton Carrington. “Index of Individuals.” 
“Carrington and King#1 Descendants” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. 
“Descendants of John King.” 
 
28 88 CASE          2006 
“The Descendants of John Case, Sr.” 
 
29 89-90 CASEY, CROW, AND CROWE       2000-2017 
“Ancestors of Annie Bee Ausburn.” Clippings from the January 2006 edition of the 
York County Magazine. Email correspondence on genealogical research regarding 
the Cases and Crowes. “Descendants of William Casey.” “Casey Family from 
Ireland,” by Martha Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. Index of Individuals. “Kinship of 
John Casey.” Ovelee Crowe Hughes obituary. “John Crow,” by Carole Sellers 
Moon-Walker. “Kinship of John Crow.” Anthony T. Crowe obituary.  
        
29 91 CASH          2002 
Ancestry.com printouts of “Georgia Deaths, 1919-98” for last name Cash. 
“Descendants of William Cash.”  
 
29-30 92-95 CAUDELL         1996-2016 
“The Descendants of John Caudell “The Elder” of Hopton Parish, England. 1500-
2000.” By Lenville Benjamin Cordell. A photo of James Timothy “Tim” White, “In 
Loving Memory,” and “A Policeman’s Prayer.” Mr. J.C. Caudell obituary.  Roy 
Lee Andrews obituary. Dewey Winford Caudell obituary. Elizabeth Jarrell “Libby” 
Caudell obituary. Gainesvilletimes.com printout of news story on James Timothy 
White’s death. Email correspondence regarding Caudell genealogy. Various family 
photos. Caudell Family History Volume 1: Descendants of Hannah Louisa Caudell 
and Sanders Watson. 
 
31 96-98 CHRISTOPHER         2017, n.d. 
“Christopher,” by Carole Sellers Walker. “Descendants of John Christopher.” 
“Kinship of John Christopher.” Correspondence regarding genealogical research of 
the Christopher family. 
 
32-33 99-103 CLAYTON         2007-2016, n.d. 
“Clayton Descendants” by Carole Sellers Moon Walker. Ancestry.com printouts 
relating to the Clayton family. Martha “Delno” Clayton Whitaker obituary. 
Ancestry.com printouts regarding Thomas de Clayton, born 1210, in Lancashire, 
England, among other Clayton ancestors from the Middle Ages, some information 
clearly inaccurate, as records show a European being dying in the New World in the 
12th Century. Blueridgenow.com article “Mother of country’s New Year’s baby 
dies.” “Clayton Family Descendants” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker.  
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
33-34 104-105 CRISLER AND YARBROUGH       n.d. 
“Crisler Family” by Carole Sellers Walker. “Yarbrough Family” by Carole Sellers 
Walker. 
 
34-35 106-108 DODD AND GOOLSBY        2013, n.d. 
Rootsweb.ancestry.com printouts. “Dodd Family” by Carole Sellers Walker. 
“Goolsby” by Carole Sellers Walker. 
 
35 109-110 DUCKWORTH AND HOPEWELL      2015, n.d. 
“Duckworth and Hopewell” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “My 8th Great-
grandfather John Duckworth” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. 
 
36 111-112 DUNSON AND WALKER       n.d. 
“Descendants of William Dunson, Sr.” A copy of “Chapter IV: Gabe Nash Spells 
“Tizic”” from “The Early History of Jackson County.” “Index of Individuals.” 
“Dunson Family by Carole Sellers Walker.” “William Walker Family” by Carole 
Sellers Walker. 
 
36 112-113 EDWARDS         1980, n.d. 
“The Martins of Martin’s Mill in South Carolina from Ancient Biblical Lines to the 
Present, compiled by Hortense Woodson.” “Edwards Family for the Walker Family” 
by Carole Sellers Walker. 
 
37 114-116 GAMMON         2015, n.d. 
Ancestry.com printouts on the Gammon family. “Descendants of John Brawner 
Gammon, Sr.” 
 
38 117 GUNTER AND CATLETT       2001, n.d. 
“Index of Individuals” Email from one Dennis Garrett regarding a photo of Nancy E. 
Gunter. “Gunter Descendants” by Melvin and Carole S. Walker.” “Descendants of 
Charles Gunter.” “Catlett Descendants” by Melvin and Carole S. Walker 
 
38 118-119 HANCOCK, MARTIN, ALLEN, KING      2005, n.d. 
“Descendants of Jarrett P. Martin.” “Hancock Family for my Moon Children” by 
Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “Kinship of William Hancock.” “Allen Family for my 
Moon Children” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “Kinship of William Allen.” 
“Index of Individuals.” “Jarrett Martin for my Moon Children” by Carole Sellers 
Moon-Walker. “Kinship of Jarrett P. Martin.” “Index of Individuals.” Photo of one 
John Sanford King, Civil War Soldier. A photo of his wife, Amanda Carrington 
King. A photo of their son, William A. King. A photo of William A. and Josephine 
T. Dudley King. An email from one David S. Payne to his cousins, including Carole 
Walker, with an attached photo of various King women. A photo of Josie Dudley 
King at her husband’s grave at Vineyard Creek. A photo of William David Brown 
and Mary Ida King Brown. “Descendants of John B. King.” “King Family for my 
Moon Children” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “Kinship of John B. King.” “Index 
of Individuals.” A letter sent to David S. Payne from one Jackie King, with the 
service cards for John S. King and the pension papers for Amanda King. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
39 120-122 HENRY          2000-2005, n.d. 
“Descendants of Thomas Henry.” Excerpt from “The Revolutionary Pensioners of 
Henderson County, North Carolina,” by Alexia Jones Helsley.” “Index of 
Individuals.” “Henry Descendants.” Rootsweb.com printouts regarding genealogical 
research. 
 
40 123-124 HOGSHEAD/HOGSED        2015, n.d. 
Findagrave.com printouts of Hogsed graves. “Hogshead/Hogsed” by Carole Sellers 
Moon-Walker. “Descendants of James Hogshead.” 
 
40-41 125-126 IVEY DESCENDANTS FROM THE PRINCE FAMILY TO THE SELLERS FAMILY n.d. 
“Ivey Descendants” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “Kinship of Adam Ivey.” 
“Index of Individuals.” 
 
41-42 127-130 JACKSON         n.d. 
Information on Jackson County, Georgia. “Historical Notes on Jackson County, 
Georgia.” “The Early History of Jackson County, Georgia.” “Jackson County, 
Georgia Cemetery Records.” 
 
42-43 131-134 LANGSTON         2012, n.d. 
Langston Coat of Arms. Photo of Robert Livingston Langston and Rosa Lee Sailors 
Langston. Photo of Truie “Tiney” Gertrude Langston Thompson and Homer 
Thompson. Printout of a marriage certificate from 1888. Langston grave photos. 
Death certificates of Robert and Rosa Sailors Langston and their daughter Tiny 
Gertrude Langston Thompson. Rudy S. Hudson obituary. Robert Lee Hudson, Jr. 
Find A Grave Memorial. “Danvers Biography with Langston citation.” “Langston 
Family” by Carole Sellers Walker. “Index of Individuals.” “Descendants of John 
Langston.” “Kinship of John Langston.” “A Genealogical History of the Poole, 
Langston, and Mason Families and Kindred Lines of Upper South Carolina as 
Chronicled by Bessie Poole Lamb, Enoree, S.C. Assisted by Mary-Mack Poole 
Ezell, DeLand, Fla. 1931.” “Langston Descendants” by Melvin and Carole S. 
Walker. “Descendants of Obediah Langston.” “Descendants of Asa Langston.” 
 
44-45 135-140 MARTIN         2011, n.d. 
A printout of “A history: the Martin family of Abbeville District, South Carolina.” 
“Descendants of John Martin.” Printout of a sheet from the 1880 Abbeville census. 
State of South Carolina Declaration of Single Bill, Abbeville court record printout. 
“Genealogies in Course of Preparation” printout. “The Martin Family of South 
Carolina, Alabama, and Georgia, for the Walker Family of Abbeville” by Carole 
Sellers Walker. “Index of Individuals.” “Descendants of John Martin.” “Kinship of 
John Martin.” 
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Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
46 141-143 McCARTY         2000-2011, n.d. 
Email correspondence regarding genealogical research of the McCartys. “Hancock 
Family in Madison County, Georgia 1870-1900.” “Descendants of John McCarty.” 
Printout of a page of the 1900 Federal Census. “John D. McCarty.” “McCarty 
Genealogy Notes and Descendancy Chart.” “Welcome to Madison County Georgia 
USGenWeb Project.” Death Certificate of Laura E. McCarty. Photo printout of 
Willie Marion George, William Harris McCarty, and Mary Lou George. Photo of 
Gussie Annette McCarty George. Other McCarty family members and gravesites. 
Various McCarty death certificates. Obituary for William Edward McCarty Sr. 
Obituary for David Lee Kirk. Photo of Robert Lee “Bob” and Clara Eva Crawley 
McCarty. “McCarty Descendants.” “Descendants of John McCarty, Sr.” “Georgia’s 
Virtual Vault” Larah Ellen McCarty death certificate printout. South Carolina death 
records of various McCarty ancestors. “Our McCarty Family” by Carole Sellers 
Moon-Walker.  
 
47 144-145 McCRACKEN         n.d. 
Descendants of Joseph Cass McCracken 
 
47 146 MEALOR AND KELLEY       n.d. 
Poorly printed picture of “Our Home: The Histroric J.J. Kelley House.” Mealor and 
Kelley Genealogies. 
 
48 147-149 MOSELEY         n.d. 
“Moseley” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “Descendants of John De Moseley.” 
“Kinship of John De Moseley.” 
 
49 150 MURRAY         1999-2000, n.d. 
Personal email correspondence regarding Murray ancestors. “Descendants of James 
Murray.” 
 
49 151-152 NORTON         1999-2005, n.d. 
Ancestry.com printouts regarding various Norton ancestors. Personal email 
correspondence researching Murray relatives and ancestors. “Descendants of Mary 
Carol Norton.” Printed copies of photo of Ryder Jenny Norton. Photo of Reverend 
Lemuel & Nancy Norton, “G G Grandparents.” Carolyn Norton Davis and husband 
Chet Davis. Ken Craven & wife Bobbie Norton Craven. Chet Davis & Linda Norton. 
Bobby Lemuel Norton and Ann Norton Cook, and caretaker Louis. Thomas Enoch 
Norton obituary. Photo of Lemuel Norton. Information on Lemuel Bratcher Norton. 
Photo printout of Ephram Sellers & Martha Jane Norton Sellers. Invitation to Carole 
to celebrate the 125th anniversary of the First Baptist Church, Cornelia. 
Myfamily.com genealogical research printouts for the Norton family. Photo of HT 
Sellers. Photos of young Carole and immediate family. Email correspondence 
relating to genealogical research. Copies of Norton death certificates. Dewey L. 
Norton obituary. “John Norton” by Carole Sellers Moon Walker. 
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Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
50 153-154 ORR          2007-2011, n.d. 
“Orr: Descendants of John and Rachel Orr, Emigrants.” Compiled by Bert J. Sitton. 
Thos. Shepherd & Son Funeral Directors Minnie Sue Orr obituary. Opal Brown 
obituary. Evelyn Orr obituary. Larry Stephen Orr obituary.  
 
50-51 155-157 PORTER         n.d. 
“Descendants of William Porter.” 
 
51-53 158-164 POSEY AND SHERIFF        2004-2017, n.d. 
“Frances Posey and Sheriff Family.” Email correspondence regarding genealogical 
research. Printout of a copy of the October 20 1999 edition of the Gainesville Times, 
containing obituaries. County of Pickens library system file. Mildred S. Gillespie 
obituary. Lt. Col. Charles “Col Mac” J. McFarlane obituary. “Descendants of 
Thomas Sheriff.” Ancestry.com printouts. Greenville news printout of Charles 
Exodus Sheriff’s obituary. Rootsweb.com printouts. Mary Kelley Sheriff obituary. 
Various other Sheriff obituaries. Printout photo of Seneca Police Chief Stanley 
Sheriff. William Harold Mitchell obituary. Brenda Sheriff Brown obituary. Thomas 
Lee Sheriff. James Lee Carver. Mary Harrison. Mary Ruth Sheriff Bruce. Reba 
Lucille Sheriff Hicks Morgan. Edwin Jordan “Ed” Sheriff. Photo printout of William 
Eugene Fields, married Martha Sheriff. “Union County SC Deed Abstracts” printout 
of pg. 95. Jimmy Don Sheriff obituary. Bobbie Jean Sheriff Jackson. Glenda Ann 
Sheriff Wallace. Jack Joseph Sheriff. Marion Ray Sheriff. Raeford Elias Sheriff. 
Mildred Sheriff Gantt. Charles Hayward Sheriff. Libby Jean Bailey Sheriff. “A 
Gospel of Health: Hilla Sheriff’s Crusade Against Malnutrition in South Carolina.” 
Thomas Robby Owens obituary. Sybil L. King. Edgar Gwynne Faile. Clipping of the 
obituary of Mrs. Montie Faye Sheriff Faile from the April 18th 2008 edition of The 
Herald. News story printout “Sheriff New Chief in Seneca” from 
independentmail.com “Descendants of Francis Posey.” 
 
54-56 165-170 PRINCE         2004-2015, n.d. 
Booklet titled “Prince is the Name: The Genealogy of Two Brothers and their 
Descendants.” Letter from Jake Case with photos of Prince gravesite enclosed. Email 
correspondence. Printout of the “Will of Daniel Prince.” Bill F. Prince obituary. 
Mary Spangler. Broadus Lee Spangler. Findagrave.com printouts. Reuben “Buzz” 
Newman Jr. obituary. Image of the Prince family crest. “Prince Descendants” by 
Carole S. Walker. Photo printout of Marcus Greenberry Prince and his wife, Mary 
M. Golightly Prince. A group picture including Mary Bell, Zollie Prince, and Francis 
Prince. One of James and Sarah Prince. “Descendants of John Prince.” A group of 
papers in a folder labeled “Prince Info: Union and S’Burg, Haywood Co., NC.” 
“Descendants of Edward Sylvanius Prince, Sr.” List of obituaries of the Prince 
family, found in the Greenville Library records. “Descendants of George William 
Prince.” “Descendants of William Patrick Prince.” “Descendants of Hugh Middleton 
Prince.” “Descendants of Joseph Middleton Prince.” 
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Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
56-57 171-173 REYNOLDS         2000-2015, n.d. 
“Ancestors of Howard Thurman Sellers.” Image of the Reynolds crest. Genealogical 
correspondence. “Descendants of Robert Reynolds.” “Faded Footprints of Families 
and Friends of the Lake Russell Wildlife Management Area.” “Hugh Brown Spring 
Bowl Site Work.” “Descendants of Elisha Whitfield.” Ancestry.com printouts. 
“Reynolds Descendants,” by Carole S. Walker. “Descendants of James Reynolds.” 
“Ancestors of Meleah Nicole White.” 
 
57-58 173-176 RICHARDSON AND BELL       1982-2008 
“Family History Report.” Genealogical correspondence. Ancestry.com printouts. 
“Historical Sketch: First Infantry Regiment (Hagoods).” “Descendants of William 
Richardson.” A copy of the “Will of William Richardson,” made by the Camden 
Archives and Museum. Photos of: John Wagner and Stacy Spaller. Lurlyne 
Richardson Wagner. Laura & Stacy Spaller with Lurlyne Wagner. Richardson and 
Bell gravesites. “Richardson Family” by Carole Sellers Walker. “Bell” by Carole 
Sellers Walker. Bell crest. “Descendants of John Bell.” “The Bells in Dauphin 
County Before the Revolution.” Letter from Don Maring to Raymond Martin Bell, 
1988. “The Bells of Stony Creek,” by Raymond Martin Bell, 1982. 
 
58 177-178 SAILORS         n.d. 
“Sailors Family” by Carole Sellers Walker. “McGinnis Family” by Carole Sellers 
Walker.  
 
59-61 179-186 SARGENT         2005-2017, n.d. 
“Sargent Record. William Sargent of Ipswich, Newbury, Hampton, Salisbury and 
Amesbury, New England, U.S., with His Descendants and Their Intermarriages, and 
Other Sargent Branches.” Compiled by Edwin Everett Sargent, St. Johnsbury, VT. 
The Caledonian Company, 1890. Image of the Sargent Crest. Copy of a Confederate 
pension application of Susanna Sargent. Unidentified Sargent photo printout. Photo 
of Maggie Sargent. “Descendants of Richard Sargent.” Zina Sargent obituary. 
Sargent genealogical research printouts. Various picture printouts. Personal email 
correspondence printouts regarding genealogical research. “Descendants of Henry 
Sargent.” Myfamily.com obituary printouts for various relatives. Sargent Reunion 
2007 file. Various newspaper article printouts related to Casey Cagle, Lt. Governor 
of Georgia. Newspaper printouts regarding Sargent deaths or other related events of 
import. Request to the Anderson County Library by Carole Walker to print various 
obituaries. Old census information on Sargent relatives. “Descendants of Cornelius 
Nelson Sargent.” “Sargent Record” by Carole S. Walker. 
 
61-63 187-191 SELLERS         2010-2014, n.d.  
“Sellers Hall, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania. A report compiling the archival and 
architectural research of Sellers Hall…” Essentially an archaeological report the 
findings at Sellers Hall. “Descendants of Hans Georg Soller.” Georgia tax digest 
printouts from ancestry.com and other census data. A continuation of “Howard 
Thurman Sellers Ancestors.” 
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Box(es)  Folder(s) Series         Year(s) 
 
63-64 192-194 SEYMOUR AND THOMPSON        1999-2012, n.d. 
Personal email correspondence regarding Seymour genealogical research. 
“Descendants of Thomas? Seymour.” “Descendants of Pierre “Peter” LeGrand.” 
“Descendants of Abraham Michaux.” Ancestry.com printouts about Seymour family 
history. Photo printout of the Zachariah Gaines Seymour Family, ca. 1912. National 
Funeral Record for Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Seymour Moen. Mary S and T. David 
Moon grave photo. Seymour-Thompson reunion 1919 picture. “Seymour Family for 
My Moon Children” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “Thompson Family for My 
Moon Children,” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “The Family of Zachariah 
William Seymour of Elbert County, Georgia,” family reunion information. 
“Descendants of John Thomas Seymour.” “Descendants of Zachariah Seymour, Sr.” 
 
64 195 STAPLE         n.d. 
“Staples Family,” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker. “Descendants of David Staples.” 
 
64-65 196-198 THOMPSON AND LOGGINS       2000-2016 n.d. 
Thompson family photos, including William Ernest Thompson and wife “Tinie.” 
Many photos unlabeled. Ernest W. Loggins obituary. Photo printouts: Meredith, 
William Ernest, Homer, and Bobby Thompson. More recent photo of Bobby 
Thompson and his wife. Ancestry.com records and information printouts. Photo 
prints of Meredith A. Thompson, Lutheria “Lou” Loggins Thompson, and James 
Wiley Thompson. 1903 Pension application copy. “David Thompson Family,” by 
Carole Sellers Walker. Christmas card from Bobby Thompson and family to Carole 
Walker. Picture and obituary of Lois White Thompson. Other Thompson photos. 
Death certificates of Lou Loggins Thompson and Merida Asbury Thompson. Photo 
of Sara Thompson. Email correspondence regarding Thompson genealogical 
research. “Tennesseans in the Civil War.” A large amount of Thompson family 
photos. Birth announcement of Emily Marie, daughter of Kevin and Kimberly 
Everton. Printout of Wylie Alexander Thompson’s obituary. “Homer Thompson 
Recalls String Band,” May 1977 newspaper printout of the Press and Banner, 
Abbeville, SC. “Who is ‘The Hunter?’” Military records and pension applications 
for: James Wiley Thompson, William Haywood Thompson, Meriday Asberry 
Thompson, and related pension applications. “Anderson Independent Mail printout: 
“Constable described as happy, tireless worker,” 2003. December 10, 2003 clippings 
from the Press and Banner.” “Loggins Family,” by Carole Sellers Walker.” Floppy 
disc labeled “Loggins Family Tree Maker,” created by and sent to Carole Walker by 
one Ben Loggins. “Civil War records E.A. Loggins.” Personal correspondence 
relating to genealogical records, letters from Harold Lawrence. Cabin Creek Baptist 
Church cemetery plans. “Loggins Family Photo: Dicie East Loggins.” “The History 
of My Life,” by E.G. Loggins, Sr. Gilbert Loggins obituary. “Poems by Ebriece 
Elrod.”  
 
65 199 TURNER         2003, n.d. 
“Descendants of Richard Turner.” 
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66-67 200-203 VAUGHN AND MURRAY        2009, n.d. 
Photo of the Vaughn family. Email correspondence regarding genealogical research. 
“Vaughan Family History.” “Standard Pedigree Tree.” “Address to Georgia Archive 
Building.” Various unlabeled photographs. “Vaughan Descendants.” Sgt. Roy Lee 
Garrison obituary. Ollie Barton Garrison obituary. Ruby Mae Westbrooks obituary. 
“James Murray,” by Carole Sellers Moon-Walker.  
 
67-68 204-206 WALKER         1998-2016, n.d. 
“Petition 1838 no. 42,” reproduced from microfilm from the South Carolina 
Department of Archives and History. Personal email correspondence of Carole 
Walker, regarding genealogical research. Ancestry.com printouts. Georgia Non-
Indexed Death Certificates, 1928-1930, Georgia’s Virtual Vault printouts. 
“Descendants of Thomas Kelly McKinney.” E-familytree.net printout. “Descendants 
of James Lewis McKinney.” Map printout of “Old 96 District.” 
Genealogylibrary.com printout. “Ancestors of Melvin “Mel” Ernest Walker, Sr. 
Picture printout of one Trudy Walker Cox and Ted Cox. Steve Cox. Unlabeled photo 
printouts, along with some labeled, of the Walker family. Walker family crest. Some 
small amount of physical correspondence, still dealing with genealogical research 
into the walker family. “Lest we forget: Picture of Confederate Veterans.” “Walker 
Descendants” by Melvin and Carole S. Walker.” “Roll of the 7th South Carolina 
Volunteer Infantry Regiment.” “General Index to Probate Court, Abbeville County, 
S.C.” 
 
 68-69 207-211 WARD          2005-2016, n.d. 
Ancestry.com printouts; South Carolina Death Records. Email correspondence 
regarding genealogical research and gravesites. Printed photo of the Ward/Doctor 
family. 1950 and 2015 Ward family reunion photos. Andrews family photos. 
Obituaries: Troy Burrell Ward, Doris Whiten Brady, Jackie Collins Wood, William 
Howard Ward, James Alfred Savage, Lurlene Ward Payne. Printouts from the 
Facebook page “Habersham County Veterans.” Marriage service program for Daniel 
James Smith and Sara Miriam Meza. Printed picture of one Private Joe Ward, a copy 
of his death certificate, and a newspaper printout about his death. “Ward Family 
History” printout from a geocities website. “Ward Descendants” by Carole S. 
Walker. “Descendants of Unknown Father Ward.” “Descendants of William Ward, 
Sr.” “Sellers Twigs and Branches” printout from myfamily.com. “Descendants of 
William George Ward.” “Descendants of William Ward, Sr.” 
 
